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Future NuInt Planning



• Over the years, members of the NuSTEC Board have opined that NuSTEC should be 
involved in organizing NuInt.  The International NuInt Committee (INC, I made that 
up, sorry!), the group of past NuInt organizers, decides on the locale of each 
workshop, and the local organizers take it from there.


• Jorge approached the INC this summer with the proposal that NuSTEC play a more 
active role in organizing the workshop, and there was universal agreement that this is 
a good idea.  Jon and Natalie were added to the INC.


• Jon and Jorge coordinated the effort to determine the next location of NuInt (more 
on this in the next slide).


• We hope that NuSTEC members will be on the scientific organizing committee of the 
next NuInt.  Jon and Natalie will work with the INC and local organizers on this.


• NuInt is a huge, continuous effort, and so although this could easily put under the 
responsibility of the Workshops and Schools WG, we may want to consider having a 
completely separate working group that focuses solely on NuInt. 

NuSTEC’s Role in NuInt Organizing



• NuInt rotates between Asia, the Americas and Europe; the next NuInt is in the 
Americas.  


• We ended up with three interested parties: Brazil (Helio de Mota), Virgina Tech (Camillo) 
and University of Minnesota (Andy Furmanski and Rik Gran).  


• To make an informed decision, we asked for proposals to host NuInt that addressed the 
following:

• Cost of associated hotels/dormitories.

• Availability of transportation from airport to hotels.

• If needed, transportation from hotels to the workshop site.

• Description of the venue itself, capacity of the conference room and any smaller side rooms.

• Preliminary thoughts of the workshop registration fees.

• Available financial support for those who need it.

• Initial thoughts on the preferred dates of the workshop with consideration of these dates with respect to 

scheduled possible NEUTRINO and NuFact events.

NuInt Location Selection Process



• We received excellent and competitive proposals from all three.  Brazil’s proposal 
gave two options: in Sao Paulo city or at the University of Campinas (“upstate” Sao 
Paulo)


• Jon organized an anonymous vote.


• The majority voted for Brazil, with a strong preference for it to be in Sao Paulo 
(probably because it’s much easier to get to)

NuInt Location Selection Process



• With the extended period of time between NuInts due to the pandemic, and some 
concerns with this year’s NuInt, some have expressed interest in having another 
NuInt in 2023.


• This is challenging for many reasons, especially:


• So it’s looking more and more that the next NuInt will be in 2024.  


• Helio de Mota and Ernesto Kemp are working very hard on this.

Timing of the next NuInt

Right now we know that the federal funding agencies (CNPq and CAPES) 
and IUPAP (another possible supporting agency) are closed for events 
happenning in 2023. They usually accept application for events no 
later than August of the previous planned year. So, NUINT in 2023 will 
not have funds from those agencies and we will have to count only with 
State agencies and registration fee. As mentioned in our proposal this 
may mean a higher rgistration fee, less support for students and young 
researchers, or both.



• As mentioned earlier, organizing NuInt is a continuous and non-trivial task.


• NuSTEC members are in a great position to help organize, by keeping the process 
on track, and making sure that appropriate topics are well represented at the 
workshop. 


• Perhaps NuSTEC members should play a role on the scientific program, but we want 
to make sure that non-NuSTEC members are included as well.  This can be a great 
recruitment tool for NuSTEC.


• Given the level of effort and activity required for NuInt, Natalie and I propose that we 
form a new working group solely dedicated to NuInt.  


• Should we consider attaching a [small] school for senior graduate student and new 
postdocs to future NuInts?


• Thoughts?

NuInt as a NuSTEC Activity


